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TO: Members of the Systems Analysis Project Advisory Committee
Our work over the last reporting period has been principally devoted to pre-
paring Version 3.0 for release. We hope to release this new version sometime
in early March.
The other major activity has been work on a long-range plan for the systems
analysis area. The interim meeting in January was a key component in this
process. The attached report summarizes that session and sets the framework
for continuing that work at the upcoming meeting on March 31-April 1.
In late fall, Jim Rushton announced that he was leaving Bowater to join
Applied High Technology, a potential competitor of IPC in the modeling area.
Due to the potential conflict of interest, Jim resigned as chairman of the
Systems Analysis PAC committee. Ed Kelleher has agreed to take over.
Ed and I have worked together to develop the agenda for the spring meeting.
This agenda is different from previous meetings in that very little time will
be devoted to a review of the systems work and the bulk of the time will be
devoted to planning work. I am working with Ron Mann to coordinate the
Users' Group meeting and to utilize them in the planning function. I believe
they can contribute significantly, especially in the areas of future MAPPS
development, maintenance, and support.
Also enclosed with this report is a letter from Ed Kelleher about the interim
meeting and the work that needs to be accomplished at this coming meeting.
Please read Ed's letter and this report and think about the remaining plan-
ning issues so that we can make this meeting as productive as we possibly can.
I hope you will be able to attend this meeting as the more input we get on the
long-range plan, the better the resulting plan. The meeting will be held in
the Continuing Education Center, March 31 - April 1, 1987. You should have
received the registration material which was mailed by Dr. Yeske's office on
January 27. You may register by either returning the form which was enclosed
with that mailing or by calling Mrs. Barbara Bisby (414/738-3328) by March 10.
Members of the MAPPS Users Group will also be staying at the Center, so







Enclosure 1043 East South River Street
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February 4, 1987
Members of the IPC
Systems Analysis PAC
Everyone who was able to attend our meeting in January to
discuss longer-range issues in systems analysis know that
it was an extremely productive and worthwhile session. We
are grateful to Matthew Gordon Clark for guiding us through
the story boarding exercise that was the foundation of the
meeting. While we accomplished quite a bit, more remains
to be done and we will spend most of our next meeting
(March 31 and April 1) trying to finish our planning
task. The final product will be a report to the Research
Advisory Committee that includes our recommendations for
future areas of IPC activity.
The materials sent to you after the January meeting
identified seven areas of activity which the Committee
deemed important to consider in developing a long range
plan. An eighth area was added at the conclusion of the
meeting. These areas are:
1. Mathematical Models for the P&P Industry
2. Artificial Intelligence/Expert Systems
3. Process Control
4. Future MAPPS Service and Support
5. Statistical Process Control
6. Mill Manufacturing Information Systems
7. Process Synthesis Mechanisms
8. Computer Hardware and Software Needs
We were able to consider the first three areas in some
detail and the results are included in the materials
distributed. Ron Montgomery and Peter Parker agreed to
develop the eighth area in more detail and to distribute,
their thoughts before our next meeting. We need to review
these four areas at our next meeting and strengthen them,




If we are to make significant progress at our next
meeting, each of us needs to do some preparatory work and
to come to the meeting with our views on a number of
questions related to each area. It would be even more
helpful if these views could be stated in writing, even if
handwritten. The questions we need to answer include the
following:
* What is the purpose of IPC work in an area? What is
the recommended scope of IPC work in an area?
* What are the benefits to IPC of work in an area?
* What are the benefits to industry of IPC work in an
area?
* What are the expected "products" of IPC work in an
area?
* What functioning capabilities does IPC need to work
in an area--personnel, equipment, etc.?
* What is the PAC's recommendation regarding an area?
* What priority should be given to an area?
A general question that we all need to consider is "Have
we addressed all of the important areas in systems
analysis?"
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Review of Planning Issues
Future MAPPS Services and Support
Statistical Process Control
Mill Manufacturing Information Systems
Process Synthesis
PAC Committee
Wednesday, April 1, 1987
Breakfast - CEC Dining Room
8:00-12:00 Discussion of Planning Issues
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DATE: February 17, 1987
PROJECT NO. 3471 - Process Modeling and Simulation
PROJECT LEADER: P. Parker
IPC GOAL:
To develop and support a marketable computer modeling capability to cover the
full spectrum of mill types and problems of interest to Institute staff and
member companies.
OBJECTIVE:
To develop and support the MAPPS simulation package.
CURRENT FISCAL YEAR BUDGET: $150,000
SUMMARY OF RESULTS SINCE LAST REPORT: (September, 1986 - February, 1987)
The release of Version 3.0 was delayed. We expect to release it by early March.
The user specified digester module has been written and has been released to the
users.
Three student written modules (BSWASH, OXYG02, SAVALL) have been incorporated
into the supported version of MAPPS.
The bleach plant modules have been rewritten and they now function correctly in
most circumstances.
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STATUS
The work required to prepare Version 3.0 was much larger than origi-
nally anticipated. This new release incorporates about 15 new process modules,
the bulk of the physical property package, and several new program development
tools. These additions required extensive revisions to the Module Documentation
Manual, a virtual rewrite of the Programmers Guide, and complete revision of the
Users Guide.
Version 3.0 of uMAPPS will not run, in its entirety on a PC, as the
memory requirement is in excess of 640kB. We have modified the structure of
uMAPPS to allow the user to include only those modules necessary for a simula-
tion, which reduces the code to a size that will fit. The price that must be
paid is that building a simulation is a two-step procedure, and the user loses
the ability to add new module types to the simulation. A side benefit is that
the addition of user-developed modules is much easier.
In addition to preparing MAPPS 3.0 for release, our major effort has
been working with the PAC in the planning process. In summary, the PAC has
identified eight major areas of potential IPC Systems Group work and is pre-
paring a report defining those areas, the resources required, the benefits and
costs of each area, and an associated priority for each area.
PLANNING ACTIVITIES
During the fall PAC meeting, it was suggested that the PAC develop a
much longer range plan for the Systems Analysis Group than had been done in the
past. This proposal was enthusiastically received, but it was quickly recog-
nized that the time available for the regular PAC meeting would be insufficient
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for the required work. Therefore, an interim PAC meeting was scheduled for late
January, the sole purpose of which would be to initiate the planning process.
Quoting Matthew Gordon-Clark, the purpose of the meeting was:
"...to start the development of a long-range plan in the systems area
for The Institute of Paper Chemistry which:
is consistent with the Institute's goals
generates support from the pulp and paper industry
so that
the Institute continues to be a leader in the systems area applied
to the pulp and paper industry
quality students are attracted to the Institute
the needs (present and future) of the industry are met."
Matthew Gordon-Clark suggested that the "storyboard" technique be used
and volunteered to lead the session. Appendix I contains the minutes of the
meeting and Appendices II and III contain copies of all the material generated
during the meeting. The remainder of this report is an attempt to flesh out the
material in these latter two appendices and to use that material to explain
further planning needs.
STORYBOARDING
Storyboarding is one of the many techniques to generate ideas about a
variety of topics. In essence, it is a type of structured free-association. In
the MAPPS planning session, we developed seven major topics for systems analysis
work that needed further consideration. These topics were:





Mill Manufacturing Information Systems
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Process Synthesis Mechanisms
MAPPS Expansion to All Mill Sites
Future Maintenance of MAPPS
Simulation Services
The above "header" items were considered in turn and short (single word
or short phrase) expressions of a concept were generated for each. These con-
cepts were listed below each idea for later expansion, refinement, con-
solidation, or possible deletion. These short expressions are listed in
Appendix II on the sheet with the header item. When the idea generation reached
an apparent point of minimal marginal return, the process was stopped and a
broader view of the header topics was considered.- Essentially, the question was
asked - Do some of these topics logically consolidate into a single topic? It
was apparent that this was true and the following seven headers were the result
of the consolidation process:
1. Mathematical Models for the Pulp and Paper Industry
2. Artificial Intelligence/Expert Systems
3. Process Control (includes Dynamic Modeling)
4. Future MAPPS Services and Support (including
expansion to all mill sites, maintenance, and
simulation services)
5. Statistical Process/Quality Control
6. Mill Manufacturing Information Systems
7. Process Synthesis and Software Needs
Three of these topics were chosen for more in-depth discussion, the end
result of which was to be an outline of a long-range plan that was to include:
The purpose of the work in the area
The benefits to the industry and to the Institute
The products or result of the work
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Recommendations and/or future work definition
Small groups developed the outlines in each of three areas, drawing on
the short concept statements put forth during the idea generation session. The
three areas selected for further refinement were:
Mathematical Models for the Pulp and Paper Industry
Artificial Intelligence/Expert Systems
Process Control
The outlines developed by the three groups are given in Appendix III.
The total group then reviewed each of the three outlines and made minor addi-
tions and clarifications.
FUTURE PLANNING WORK
During the group review of the three major topics, it became apparent
that one important topic had been omitted from the "headers". In the systems
area, it will be critical that the group and the Institute have the right mix of
computer hardware and software and that this appropriate mix can only be
obtained with proper planning. Thus an eighth topic, Computer Hardware and
Software Needs, was added to the list of areas for planning consideration.
Three of the eight areas have been considered in some depth. The
remaining five must be considered. Ron Montgomery (Union Camp) and Pete Parker
(IPC) will put together a planning outline for the Computer Hardware and
Software Needs area and will have this outline distributed to the PAC committee
prior to the meeting in March. The remaining four topics must be considered at
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the meeting, as well as reviewing the previous ones. Appendix IV contains an
outline form developed by Ed Kelleher (Champion) that can be used to summarize
thoughts on the major planning areas. It would be very beneficial to the
planning process if each PAC member reviewed these remaining topics and sum-
marized his thoughts using this form. The more topics that each of us can do,
the better will be the resulting plan.
The result of this planning work should be a report from the Systems
Analysis PAC to the Research Advisory Committee that contains the following:
Major Work Areas
Rationale for each Work Area
Resources Required and Expected Benefits
Priority for each Work Area
I doubt that we will be able to develop a draft of this report at this
meeting, although that is a very desirable goal. At a minimum, however, I hope
that we will have discussed each of the major possible work areas and have de-
veloped planning outlines for each. With this information, I believe the
planning report to RAC can be put together in a reasonably short time and sub-
mitted to RAC by early summer.
The MAPPS Group will use the information from these outlines (or the
draft report if it is available) to schedule near-term work. In particular,
work in any new area must be blended with our work in optimization, performance
attribute modeling, and the development of a user-friendly interface.
-8-
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IPC MAPPS PROJECT ADVISORY COMMITTEE
HELD ON JANUARY 22-23, 1987
AT APPLETON, WISCONSIN
The following PAC members members were present:







- Scott Paper Company
- Champion International Corporation
- James River Corporation
- Union Camp Corporation
- Kimberly-Clark Corporation
- Hammermill Paper Company
- The Mead Corporation
The following PAC members were absent:
Mr. James L. Bonner
Mr. W. Guyton Wilkinson
- MacMillan Bloedel Inc.
- Stone Container Corporation










The purpose of this special PAC meeting was to work on a
long-range plan for IPC in the systems area. Prior to starting this
work, Clyde Sprague welcomed everyone and reported that because of
changes in employment, Dr. James Rushton and Mr. John Dekker had
resigned from the committee, and that Dr. Edward Kelleher had agreed
to be the committee chairman.
Matthew Gordon-Clark had agreed to lead a process for developing
a long-range plan based on storyboarding (a structured form of
creative thinking), which he outlined as consisting of four stages:
1) The development of a set of major areas (headers) which the
group wished to consider.
2) The creation of any ideas under each header without any
criticism.
3) The choice of a set of headers the group is interested in
working on. Breaking into small groups to reduce the
information generated into the outlines of plan including
purpose, benefits (IPC and industry), products, resources









4) Review of these plans by the whole group and the
determination of future work and/or recommendations.
The procedure was followed. The information generated is
attached to these minutes.
It was agreed that three small groups was a reasonable break-up
given the number of people present. The three topics chosen and the
people who worked on them were:
Artificial Intelligence: Rapp (leader)
Perry, Jones, Gordon-Clark
Mathematical Modelling: Kelleher (leader)
Mann, Parker
Process Control: Venkatesh (leader)
Sprague, Montgomery
On Friday, January 23rd the results were reviewed and an animated
discussion ensued. The highlights can be summarized as follows:
Artificial Intelligence
- Is there an appropriate piece of research that IPC can do on
A/I?
- A/I is a high risk/high reward area.
- Considerable variance in the PAC members opinions on A/I.
Process Control
- What can IPC offer that is different?
- Equipment cost.
- Needs of small companies against large companies.
- Is large computer required?
General
- Belief in computers as the best way to cause technology
transfer.
It was agreed that all PAC members would review the results for
further consideration at a later meeting. The MAPPS support area





PLANNING CONCEPTS FROM STORYBOARD SESSION
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PURPOSE OF MEETING
To start the development of a long-range plan in the
systems area for The Institute of Paper Chemistry
which
* is consistent with the Institute's goals
* generates support from the pulp/paper industry
so that
* the Institute continues to be a leader in the
systems area applied to pulp and paper
* quality students are attracted to the Institute
* the needs (present and future) of the industry
are met








* Introductions and discussion of the purpose
and process for the meeting
* Use storyboard technique to generate ideas
on a variety of topics in the systems area
* Choose three areas which are of most interest
to the group
* Break into three groups to refine ideas
generated into outline of long-range plan
* Report on plans to full group
* Discussion of three plans
* Recommendations and/or follow-up work
/
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PRODUCTS OF THE MEETING
Outline of a long-range plan in three areas
Outline to include
* purpose of work
* benefits to Institute and industry
* products




Recommendations and/or future work defined
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Unit operations or whole units
How much detail?
First principle models
New versions of existing models
Why do it?
How different from MAPPS
Information transfer
If not IPC, then who?
Acceptance of models
Identifies the knowledge holes
Much needed
Data reconciliation
Quantifies the knowledge base




Is this a long-range issue?
Databases
Effects on staff (not nos.)









Unique to paper industry?
Role in curriculum






Industry expectations of students
Scheduling and production control
IPC offering
Customer expectations




What does IPC offer?
Any more than control charts
Information systems
What folks in mill
Contrary to IPC mission
Encouragement from senior management
Data analysis
Need statistical models?
Need for quality data
No better than measure

















Is it hard to learn?
Applications
General useability





Students are attuned to it
Statistical process control?
Elephant gun to kill a gnat
Front end load
Is it another name for mill information system?
















What is unique to industry
Where's it going?
What's new?
Should IPC role be limited to integrating
MAPPS to control
Students need to know
Academic training
What does IPC have to offer?
IPC issue or systems issue
Revenue
Resources
Need for IPC in process control
End package
Simulation - control interface
Appropriate group
Critical control areas?





Is sensor development appropriate?
Data manipulation
Patents
Advocacy for generic understanding
Connection between simulation and process control
Applications of theory
Process models
Can we use a steady-state simulator?






Secondary and supervisory control
Distributed control
Networking


































Mills will have more managed changes
Process upsets
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MILL MANUFACTURING INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Is it a separate issue?
People problem
Research or teaching tool
IPC resources?
Proprietary issues
Ties it all together
Emerging high interest area
Why IPC
What does it offer the pulp and paper industry?
Types of databases












Is it research or teaching area





Would it be used?
Other industries use it
Different for other industries?
Design tool
Role of consulting engineering
Patents
Does the industry do design?
Applications
Would it be used?
Advanced A/I
End product?












Area for quick result




Will industry accept it?
Way for consulting company to support IPC




Is there a difference?
What's in it for pulp and paper industry?
Will industry understand it?
Service?
Process alternative
Logical evolution from MAPPS
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FUTURE MAINTENANCE OF MAPPS
Revenue
Team viability
Uninteresting to students and facility
Mandatory
Buy vs. develop?













Where does it end
System maintenance
Model maintenance




How are you doing now?!





Is this long range?
Is IPC a business?
Necessary evil
Demand?
Will it go if not proprietary?
Public domain vs. proprietary
Self-supporting
Critical to small companies
Professional?
How does it fit?
Appropriate for IPC mission
Junior staff
Marketing tool
Can it be proprietary and fulfill mission?
Source of income
Spin off
Relation to other headers?
Where does it fit into teaching and research?
Issue in team viability
Integrate with other services
Teaching aid
Model validation







Source of good mill
How structured







Important for IPC staff
Mill experience for staff






1. Math modeling - CV, RPG, EYM, MAT
2. MAPPS future (2, 3, 4) - JYE, MAT
3. Statistical process control - CHS
4. AI - J, CH, G, P, C, RM, MAT
5. Process control (7, c, e) - P, C, V, CH, R, YM
6. Mill MIS
7. Synthesis - EVG
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"MAPPS" EXPANSION TO ALL MILL SITE ISSUES
(WOODS, CONVERTING, POWER, MAINTENANCE)
What is it?





















What areas are missing?
Customer needs











Purpose: The purpose of mathematical model development is to use fundamentals
to explain process behavior through models for information transfer.
The scope of this effort covers development of MAPPS modules for unit
processes not modeled heretofore, new and improved versions of
existing modules based on an improved knowledge base, many other
types of models, and user tools in support of these models.
Benefits: To IPC:
- service to members
- strengthening of both research and academic programs
- continuing source of good research topics
- integration and cross-fertilization of ideas within IPC
- identification of research needs
- marketing strength for MAPPS and related products
- income from products
- potentially an opportunity for employment for students and others,
depending on method of implementation
To industry:
- providing a foundation for expanded future applications of modeling
- a better simulation tool
- improved process simulations resulting in more in-depth process
knowledge and higher process efficiency
- better process designs and capital investments
- better understanding of processes
- better identification of knowledge gaps to help guide internal,
industry-wide, government-sponsored and IPC efforts
- improved profitability and quality control
Negative benefits (detriments) to IPC and industry:
- some of the tasks involved would not be stimulating to IPC's pro-
fessional staff
- higher funding requests
- the common perception of modeling/models as being abstract and eso-
teric makes it harder to convince management of its benefits and to
gain acceptance of it as a valuable resource worthy of continued
support
- not a "high visibility" effort
- benefits may not be realizable immediately
- decreased freedom of choice for IPC staff if development of a





- a more widely applicable MAPPS simulation package
- stand-alone models of many types
- better trained technical manpower
- better educational and training tools are possible
- a better MAPPS simulation package
- better support items such as physical property packages and PATs
- a better-focused IPC R&D program
 s
- an IPC goal to reduce most or all R&D efforts to a form suit-
able for modeling to facilitate information transfer
- computer science and mathematics support staff
- internal and external education of personnel on modeling and
its application
- an industry statement encouraging IPC to reduce R&D information
to useable form as a mathematical model
- industry's critical review of models
- access to industrial data
- in-mill training for IPC Systems personnel
- reasonably up-to-date hardware and software tools
- appropriate assistance in development of training tools
/
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE/EXPERT SYSTEMS OUTLINE
PURPOSE
1. To make IPC a significant force in the
application of A/I technology to the
pulp and paper process.
2. To make more effective use of the pulp
and paper knowledge and modeling systems.
BENEFITS TO PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY
1. Additional method of pulp and paper
technology transfer.
2. Source of people (employees) comfortable
with A/I technology and knowledgable in
pulp and paper industry.
3. Existence of a source of service on A/I
applications.
4. Transfer of A/I and knowledge engineering
to pulp and paper industry.
BENEFITS TO IPC
1. Integration of new technology into IPC
environment.
2. a. Provides a new mechanism for
technology transfer.
b. Provides a methodology of system-
izing or structuring results of
research.
3. Attract quality students and faculty to
IPC.
4. Ability to provide a service to the




1. Generic knowledge base of pulp and paper processes including process econom-
ics.
2. "Mechanisms" to allow the use of knowledge in an A/I environment. Could
include:
a. Procedures to use existing software.
b. Specialized software developed for pulp and paper industry.
c. Recommendations for configuration systems.
3. Possibility of significant enhancements to MAPPS package for decision
making.
4. Students confortable with A/I systems and knowledgable in the pulp and paper
industry.
5. Expertise in application of A/I techniques to the pulp and paper industry.
6. Seminars, continuing education in A/I, knowledge transfer technology.
RESOURCES/REQUIREMENTS
1. Two people in area one of whom will be a knowledge engineer.
2. Computer facilities
a. Research/systems (not shared for other applications) mini - cost > $100K
b. Student - AT's with software $10K each
3. Training (education) of IPC personnel in A/I technology, seminars, consul-
tants.
4. Library resources - journals, timesharing, books, publications.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. On no account develop inference engines, hardware, or fundamental software.
2. Must commit stated resources for an extended time or not at all.
3. Development of a joint application with a member company at a single site
within four years would be the most expeditious means of demonstrating the
utility to the industry.
4. If IPC does not commit itself to A/I technology, it runs the risk of signi-
ficantly reduced effectiveness in the systems area.





Elevate performance of existing and new process
control evaluating/optimizing process control
system alternatives.
Develop a center of excellence in process control
for the pulp and paper industry.
Academic 1. Quality manpower







* Process control models
* Control strategies





1. Complementary to MAPPS and other research areas.
2. Center of excellence that fits each of three missions.
3. Pathway to other major universities.
4. Potential revenue source.
5. Complements academic program.
6. Unique center - no serious competitors.
To industry:
1. Fills a need - industry has no other center producing
quality manpower or expertise.
2. Quality manpower specific to industry and problem area.
3. Improved mill operations
- Product uniformity and quality
- Higher equipment efficiency capacity
- Improved utilization of control and other capital
4. Permits alternatives to commercial packaged systems -
internal design - external design to specs
- Adaptability to process or product changes
RESOURCES
People: Leader
Team 5+ FTE - Primary group
Students
Electronics and microprocessor support
Hardware: Mainframe computer
Control lab








What is the purpose of IPC work in this area?
What is the recommended scope of IPC work in this area?
What are the expected "products" of IPC work in this area?
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What are the benefits to IPC of work in this area?
What are the benefits to the P&P industry of IPC work in
this area?
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What functioning capabilities does IPC need to work in this
area (personnel, equipment, etc)?
What should be the PAC's recommendation regarding IPC
work in this area?
What priority should be given to work in this area on a
scale of 1-10 (l=low;10=high)?
